an industrial power company

INVESTORS
One Energy is always seeking capital providers who believe in our market thesis, our
team, and our mission. The right capital provider will partner with us on our mission
to deliver the decarbonized, distributed power grid of the future, essentially building
Utility 2.0.
One Energy is an Industrial Power Company and the largest installer of on-site, utilityscale wind energy in the United States. We provide turnkey, physically connected
solutions for on-site, behind-the-meter power generation and distribution – and we
directly provide these solutions to large industrial energy users.
In the United States, 53,000 large industrial facilities (just 0.6% of all electricity users)
consume roughly 25% of all electric energy. Industrial decarbonization represents the
fastest path to lasting impact in combatting climate change, and we are substantially
decarbonizing industrial energy users and actively transforming the way the power
grid works.
One Energy’s vertically integrated model makes us one of the few companies
positioned to succeed in this space, empowers our team to transform the 100-yearold utility industry, and enables us to build the next iteration of the power grid.

We are looking for
partners to provide
capital as we build Utility
2.0 and the customercentric power grid of the
future.

To date, One Energy has installed and operates 40.5 megawatts of Wind for Industry
projects, making us the largest installer of on-site wind energy in the $58+ billion U.S.
serviceable market. To date, our operating fleet has eliminated the need to burn 295
million pounds of coal in a traditional power plant, and over the next 20 years, our
operating projects will eliminate 1.5 million metric tons of CO2-equivalent.
If you are interested in joining One Energy on our mission, please contact us. We are
looking for partners to provide capital as we build Utility 2.0 and the customer-centric
power grid of the future.

WHERE
WOULD YOU
LIKE TO GO
NEXT?
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